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mathematics. State examinations at the end of the secondary school led to the
baccdaureat and admission to the universities or technical facilities.
The leftists could never quite solidify their educational reforms against the
traditionalists' charge that they were subverting French culture and civilization by
primarization of the school system. In 1936, Leon Blum, the first socialist premier to
be elected in France under the popular front, appointed Jean Zay as minister of
education. Zay's proposals and decrees began a major shift to learner-oriented educa-
tion and an integration between primary and secondary education, but the Second
World War intervened.
To the horror of the humanists, the Vichy government announced its intention
10 deintellectualize French secondary education along the lines of the German youth
movement. Following the philosophy of "kitchen, church, and children," the proposal
was to introduce manual training, domestic science, physical training, and other
practical and vocational courses into the staid halls of the lycee. Fully as revolutionary
was the proposal to abolish the philosophy course as the last year of the lycee. These
proposals, of course, met determined resistance and were never fully carried out.
Under the Fourth Republic the dominant intellectual character of the secondary
schools was maintained, but significant new trends began to appear. Even before the
Second World War, the closely knit character of French secondary education began to
loosen. An increasing number of scholarships went to able students irrespective of
social class. Transfer from elementary to secondary tracks was made easier, gradual
abolition of tuition fees had been achieved in 1937, and the newer subjects gained
some respectability. In postwar France students could at last major in the physical
sciences in the final year as well as in mathematics or philosophy. The emphasis upon
classics in the lower grades was declining but continued strong.
The tremendous need for technical education as a basis for French industrial
progress and military security was given little attention by humanistically minded
secondary school educators. Vocational and technical education was offered in local
preparatory vocational schools (two or three years) and topped off by national
technical schools (three to four years). Rapid increases in enrollments in these schools
gave hope that this phase of French education would finally receive the attention it
deserved. But, most likely, it would continue to be separated from the humanistic and
theoretical training available only in the secondary schools, unless genuine democrati-
zation could be achieved. Methods in secondary education might change, but even in
the early 1960s the basic content was not being radically revised.27 Much depended
on whether the voices of reform were to be heeded or ignored.28
What the reformers had to cure was a deeply ingrained disjunctives whose
symptoms were two disparate educational worlds. Primary schools led to higher
primary schools which led to normal schools which trained teachers for the primary
schools; and about the highest one could go was to the higher normal school to be
' See, for example, Springer, op. cit, chap. 6.
28See, for example, Jean Capelle, Tomorrow's Education; the French Experience, Pergamon Press,
Oxford, 1967.

